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The Genie Lift is ideally suited to material handling and pallet
lifting, and with three bases and a range of accessories, it is
fully customisable. Made from lightweight aluminium, it is
designed to be easily manoeuvrable, simple to operate, and
has non-marking wheels suitable for both indoor and outdoor
applications. The Genie Lift comes with a standard winch and
is well suited for lifting heavy material to and from shelving,
installation and general lifting.

Designed with the user in mind, Genie’s hugely
popular range of simple and highly manoeuvrable
products are easy for one person to set-up, operate
and transport from site to site. Lightweight and
compact, but strong enough to suit all of your
material handling needs, the Genie Material Lift
range offers an affordable solution to a variety of
indoor and outdoor lifting applications. Plus with
its range of accessories and options, it can be
adapted, making it the perfect tool for loading,
moving and positioning heavy loads with ease.

Product Lifting Height Load Capacity* Weight**
(max.)

GL™-4 1.80m 227kg 57kg

GL™-8 3.06m 181kg 66kg

GL™-10 3.56m 159kg 68kg

GL™-12 4.20m 159kg 70kg

With many years of experience in the lifting
equipment industry, IPS Ireland has the
knowledge and expertise to provide you with the
perfect material handling solution.

Whether you need equipment for basic “lift and
shift” applications, or specialised rough terrain
materials handling capabilities, IPS Ireland can
provide you with expert, impartial advice. We
partner with some of the world’s leading
manufacturers to ensure our customers receive
the highest quality products at competitive prices.

Our comprehensive inventory of new and
Approved Used equipment covers a wide range of
load capacities and engine/motor sizes, as well as
transport and accessory options. Reliable, easy to
operate and with products suitable for use both
indoors and outdoors, the IPS Ireland range makes
light work of lifting and moving heavy loads. 

MODELS AVAILABLE
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MATERIAL HANDLING

Genie® Lift

SOLUTIONS

*30cm load centre **Weight will vary depending on options and/or country standards.



The fully customisable Genie Superlift Advantage has six load handling
attachments and a choice of either a standard base (with welded steel for
extra support) or a straddle base (adjustable for wide loads and pallets up to
122cm). This compact, portable material lift is easy to operate and can fit
through a single doorway in an upright position. The additional attachments
are easy to apply and remove, enabling the Genie Superlift Advantage to be
configured to suit the exact requirements of the job.

Compact, and easy to set up, the Genie Super Hoist is a fully portable, telescoping 
pneumatic hoist, which can reach heights of up to 5.6m. Using a CO2, or compressed air
cylinder which attaches to the base, this versatile hoist makes light work of installing
overhead ceiling panels, and plumbing. With a 4.8m stretched hose and the ability to lift up
to 136kg, the Genie Super Hoist is simple to use, and effective at getting the job completed.

Product Lifting Height Load Capacity* Weight**
(max.)

SLC™-12 3.94m 295kg 102kg

SLC™-18 5.64m 295kg 139kg

SLC™-24 7.32m 295kg 157kg

Product Lifting Height (max.) Load Capacity Platform Width x Length

GH™-3.8 3.80m 136kg 61cm x 48cm

GH™-5.6 5.60m 113kg 61cm x 48cm 

Genie® Superlift™ Advantage

Genie® Super Hoist

Genie® Superlift™ Contractor

The heavy-duty Genie Superlift Contractor comes with a variety of interchangeable accessories,
making it a versatile piece of kit suitable for industrial applications and installations. The preferred
choice for contractors, it’s easy to operate, and supports a number of load handling attachments
including adjustable forks, loading platform and fork extensions, each designed to safely lift,
lower and move loads of up to 295kg. 

MODELS AVAILABLE

MODELS AVAILABLE

MODELS AVAILABLE
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*46cm load centre  **Weight will vary depending on options and/or country standards.

*36cm load centre **Weight will vary depending on options and/or country standards.           

Product Lifting Height Load Capacity* Weight**
(max.)

SLA™-5 2.00m 454kg 98kg

SLA™-10 3.49m 454kg 118kg 

SLA™-15 4.98m 363kg 151kg 

SLA™-20 6.46m 363kg 184kg 

SLA™-25 7.94m 295kg 204kg 
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Wienold WLU-P – Counterbalance Material Lift

Wienold MFC 750 – Mini Floor Crane

Wienold’s latest innovative product; the Mini Floor Crane is designed to fit a wide variety of
applications. It features two long legs which are backwards mounted and fitted with two
counterweight boxes. This combination allows the Mini Floor Crane to lift loads of up to 900kg
and up to 2.90m in height (MFC 750/K). The shorty version (MFC 750/Ks) is ideal for space
restricted tasks with a small footprint of just 0.65m x 1.2m. and a maximum lifting capacity of
745kg. The Mini Floor Crane is fully adaptable and can be positioned in front of walls to lift
over obstacles, and can also lift loads from below floor level the with an optional electric hook
winch (MFC 750/K only).  

Product Lifting Height (max.) Load Capacity Weight*

MFC 750/K 2.90m 900kg 168kg

MFC 750/Ks 2.90m 745kg 142kg

MODELS AVAILABLE

Wienold’s high quality hydraulic
and mechanical material lifts offer
innovative solutions for lifting a
wide range of materials including
heavy duty glass panels. These
versatile lifts are easy to
manoeuvre and entirely adaptable,
with a range of accessories
available. Working flush against a
wall is a problem of the past with
Wienold Lift.

The Wienold WLU Premium is versatile and
easily transportable due to its compact
dimensions. The solid steel chassis allows
for a range of applications using different
outriggers, enabling the user to alter the lift
to suit task demands. The WLU premium
with short outriggers can lift up to 400kg
to heights of up to 5.15m. Designed to save
space, the “shorty” has a simple design to
enable easy assembly in confined areas,
lifting materials over and above objects
with ease. Also available with reverse-
mounted outriggers (WLU P/K), and
without counterweights with front-facing
outriggers (WLU P/L). Dual circuit vacuum
lift available for heavy glass handling.

MODELS AVAILABLE

Product Lifting Height Load Weight*
(max.) Capacity

WLU P/Ks
Premium 2.8 2.85m 400kg 113kg

WLU P/Ks
Premium 4.0 4.00m 400kg 129kg

  WLU P/Ks
Premium 5.1 5.15m 360kg 145kg

*Weight of chassis including boom. Weight of counterbalance weights is 490kg.

* Weight of chassis and outriggers. Weight of counterbalance  
weights is 144kg.



Product Lifting Height (max.) Load Capacity Weight*

SLK-5 2.00m 450kg 105kg

SLK-10 3.50m 450kg 122kg

SLK-15 5.00m 360kg 150kg

SLK-20 6.50m 360kg 182kg

SLK-25 7.90m 300kg 200kg 

MODELS AVAILABLE
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Ideal for working flush against the wall and over obstacles, the Wienold SLK handles heavy loads
with ease and is perfect for installation, heating and ventilation and exhibition applications. Its
counterweights allow the Superlift to raise and lower materials from the front, by arranging the
outriggers and counterbalancing weights at the back.

Wienold SLK – Superlift with Counterbalance Weights 

Wienold GML - Glass Material Lift 

The Wienold GML lift series provides a new and efficient way of handling delicate materials such as glass, and moving
heavy loads. Available in three mast drive options, the GML series is available in electric AC, DC, and manual versions.
All GML models are fitted with locking castors which can be locked for in-line steering, and the
steel manufactured chassis frame, legs and outriggers provide a high standard of stability. The
GML 800+ range is powerful enough to lift heavy loads with ease and can lift up to 900kg to
heights of up to 7.90m. The GML 500+ offers maximum lifting heights of up to 9.05m along
with a load capacity of up to 500kg. Various glass handling attachments available.

MODELS AVAILABLE

*Weight of basic chassis. Weight of counterbalance weights is 128kg.

*Weight of chassis and outriggers. Weight of counterbalance weights is 207kg.

Product Lifting Height (max.) Load Capacity Weight*

GML 800+ 10/M 3.50m 900kg 237kg

GML 800+ 15/M 5.00m 850kg 260kg

GML 800+ 20/M 6.50m 850kg 313kg

GML 800+ 25/M 7.90m 800kg 339kg

GML 500+ 30/M 9.05m 500kg 480kg



DUMPERS

Hinowa’s tracked dumpers
have very low ground
pressure, minimising their
impact on lawns and paved
areas. Compact and robust,
they are designed for working
in confined spaces and have
great rough terrain
capabilities. Powerful but
economical to run, they are
ideal for a range of
applications and popular with
farmers, estate managers,
landscapers and builders.

The stand-on Hinowa HS701 mini-dumper is designed to distribute weight
evenly, with track frames that work to reduce pressure on the ground, allowing
for smooth operation. With a load-capacity of up to 700kg, the Hinowa HS701
enables the user to adjust the speed according to the ground conditions from
2.2km/h for uneven surfaces to 3.3km/h on flat surfaces. Available with either a
Kubota diesel engine or a Honda petrol engine.
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Dumper Bed Rated Volume Load Capacity Weight*

Standard 0.34m3 700kg 540kg

Self–Loading 0.34m3 700kg 600kg

High-Tip 0.29m3 550kg 620kg 

MODELS AVAILABLE

Hinowa HS701

Hinowa HS400

The Hinowa HS400 is ultra-compact and perfect for working indoors and in
tight, hard to manoeuvre areas. This walk-behind dumper has a 400kg lift
capacity, and a Honda petrol engine, making it versatile enough to be used
for a number of applications. 

MODELS AVAILABLE

Dumper Bed Rated Volume Load Capacity Weight 

Standard 0.20m3 400kg 255kg

Self–Loading 0.20m3 400kg 316kg

Farm Bed 0.19m3 400kg 270kg 

*Weight based on petrol version.
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The Hinowa TX2500 TraXporter is a high-performance ride-on tracked dumper. 
With a 3-way tipping bed and intelligent unloading system, it is ideal for 
landscaping, construction and agricultural work. Designed for enhanced
productivity, it has a 180˚ swivel cab, 2,500kg load capacity and the ability to
operate the bed while the vehicle is in motion. The powerful Kubota 4-cylinder
diesel engine, top speed of 11km/h and wide tracks make it ideal for use on rough
terrain and soft ground.

Hinowa TX 2500 TraXporter

MODELS AVAILABLE

Dumper Bed Rated Volume Load Capacity Weight 

Swivel 1.49m3 2500kg 2700kg 

3-Way 1.35m3 2500kg 2700kg 

MODELS AVAILABLE

TRACKED FORKLIFTS

Product Translation Speed Load Capacity Weight

TP1600 1.5–2.2km/h 1600kg 1330kg

TP1800 1.5–2.2km/h 1800kg 1200kg

TP2000 1.5–2.2km/h 2000kg 845kg

Designed to carry heavy loads on soft or uneven terrain such as mud, gravel, snow
and sand, Hinowa’s tracked forklifts are perfect for moving bulky goods around the
site. The adjustable width tracks and Honda petrol engine provide superior lift and
drive capabilities, carrying loads of up to 2,000kg over difficult ground and raising
them to a height of up to 0.37m (TP2000).



For more information on any of our services, or to talk
about how we can help - please visit ipsireland.ie or
call +353 (0) 42 933 9111

FOR ALL YOUR ACCESS
PLATFORM NEEDS

DEPOT SPARE PARTS STOCK MANAGEMENT 

REPLACEMENT PARTS

WORKSHOP SUPPLIES & STOCK MANAGEMENT

OUTRIGGER PADS

NEW & USED PLATFORM SALES 

WE STOCK 1000’S OF OEM PARTS FROM ALL THE LEADING ACCESS PLATFORM MANUFACTURERS

ALDERCOTE

R

PRODUCTS LIMITED

Ireland

Gary Power
Sales Manager

087 668 9220
sales@ipsireland.ie

Trevor Lambe
Business Development Manager

087 1232 141
trevor@ipsireland.ie


